
When to Consider Web Conferencing Solutions 
Common Business Issues Web Conferencing Benefits

You need multiple collaboration options—like IM, video and 
cloud phones—to support remote workers. Integrates audio, video and screen sharing

You need the ability to schedule meetings easily. Includes easy-to-use scheduling features

You need communication that works in real-time. Provides anytime, anywhere, any device user access

You need to accommodate attendees on mobile. Works across multiple devices, including mobile

You need improved QoS. Offers computing power that limits downtime and latency

Snapshot of a Few of Our Conferencing Partners
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What If Your Remote 
Teams Could Meet 
Without Needing 
Special Hardware?
Frustrated by the limitations of legacy technologies 
or the costs of managing conferencing hardware? 
The flexibility of web conferencing solutions might 
be right for your business.



How We Deliver
A Trusted Methodology Backed by Unmatched Insight

Why Web Conferencing From Us Is Different

Unmatched Support
We’ll send trial video hardware to your location so you can 
evaluate a potential solution in your own environment. Post 
sale, your dedicated account manager is the only call you 
have to make throughout the lifecycle of your investment.

Dozens of Providers, Vetted in Minutes
Your engineers know the web conferencing space inside 
and out and can compare dozens of possible providers 
against your needs, including those ranked by Gartner as 
the most reputable on the market.

Service Tailored to You
Our conferencing experts take the time to understand your 
business and technical requirements, enabling them to 
apply years of experience to delivering you ultra-specific 
recommendations based on your needs.

Industry-Best Pricing
No matter which solution you choose, we guarantee that 
we’ll save you as much as 40% off what you’d pay by going 
directly to a web conferencing provider.

“Soft Fit”
Heatmap best  

vendors based on  
your needs
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Market Analysis
Compare intel  

against hundreds of  
possible vendors
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Discovery
Gather intel about 

organization
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Evaluation
Solicit and customize 
vendor presentations  

to your needs
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Competitive Analysis
Pit marketplace  

against itself to identify 
best-fit options
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“Hard Fit”
Screen contracts for 
favorable terms and 

conditions—you’ll  
never pay retail
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Looking Forward
Prioritize your evolving 

needs and monitor 
investments
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Receive Your 
Complimentary Audit

Let us evaluate your current services, and learn 
how you can save as much as 40% on web 
conferencing. Call us today at (855) 520-4500.
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